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The Auckland Orienteer is the magazine of the Auckland Orienteering Association and incorporates
articles from the Auckland Orienteering Club Inc., the North West Orienteering Club Inc., and the
Counties-Manukau Orienteering Club. It is produced monthly and is available online from the NWOC
homepage. Other orienteering related publications are welcome to draw material from the AO pages
although credit is asked for both the author (when stated) and the AO. Information for advertisers is
available from the editor (details in Last Bits) Cover: Symbol of the Easter-Anzac Carnival to be held
near Auckland from 18-27 April 2003. Also are challenging question for the readers.

Editorial
Hello and welcome to my first ever edition of the Auckland Orienteer. Paul Gilkison set an excellent
standard which I will strive to meet and perhaps even exceed (with the help of trusty old Shaun of
course).
Apologies, however, for the late printing of this magazine. Initially Paul was going to do this month's
editing and then it changed so that we would work on it together. Finally Paul threw in the towel as he
has a million things to do and far less days to do them in. So it was left entirely up to me. That
wouldn't have been an issue except it was just as I was sitting down to begin that our computer broke
down and had to be sent away for repairs. Technology!! Eventually I was able to put the magazine
together after it should have been in your letter boxes. Sorry! I am usually much better at meeting
deadlines and in the future will endeavour to get your favourite magazine to you much earlier in the
month.
As I am very new at this game, all ideas, contributions, requests for articles, constructive criticism and
photos would be most welcome. Seriously, don't be shy. If you want something in this magazine just
let me know and I will see what I can do. Phone me on 09 817 7621 or e-mail
shaun.and.mad@slingshot.co.nz.
Hope you enjoy your read!
Madeleine Collins
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Event Calendar
Please call club secretaries for final confirmation of these details:
A

Auckland.
Nicola Kinzett 09 636 6224
CM Counties-Manukau.
Hilary Iles 09 235 2941
E
Egmont.
Suzanne Scott 06 758 4468
H
Hamilton.
Mike Baldwin 07 856 3887
NW North West.
Jill Smithies 09 838 7388

NOS

National Orienteering Squad.
Rolf Wagner 09 427 8624
R
Rotorua.
Peter Fitchett 07 345 6786
T
Taupo
Alison Mensen 07 378 0577
WACO Waikato and Auckland Campus.
Phil Wood 09 634 8104
Wh
Whangarei
Malcolm Mack 09 437 5161
big_mack@ihug.co.nz

April
Sat 5 Sun 6

Sun 6
Sat 12 Sun 13

Sun 13

Fri 18
Sat 19
Sun 20
Mon 21
Thu 24

Fri 25
Sat 26
Sun 27

PAPO Canterbury Orienteering Championships 2003
Day 1 - Canterbury Championships (and South Island Challenge 3)
Day 2 - South Island Challenge 4
For enquiries contact the coordinator: Robert Whitia 03 342 9015
rwhitia@xtra.co.nz
CM
Promotional - call Hilary Isles 09 235 2941
H
North Island Secondary Schools Championships 2003
Information is being sent to ail schools via regional sports offices and will also
be sent to all North Island clubs.
Contact Mike Baldwin 07 856 3887 mikeb@waikato.ac.nz
NW Score 2 - Kaipara Knolls
Last use of the forest before further felling - last Auckland forest event before
the Nationals.
Setter/Controller Bert Chapman and Rob Garden
A
Warm up event
A
Nationals Classic Championships
A
NZ Short O Championships. Park Race
A
NZ Relay Championships
NW Multi day Classic event -Weiti -IOF Ranking
Setter: Geoff Mead. Controller: Paul Gilkison (Rob Crawford for the elite
courses). Coordinator: Pip Poole Ph. 445 4306 psquared@iconz.co.nz
Event to use a section of the Weiti forest remapped by Mike Beveridge.
Access via Stillwater Reserve. Sealed road all the way! Note that Weiti Forest
is embargoed prior to the event (with the exception Score Series 1 that will
use one section of Beez Kneez).
NW Multi day Classic event - Spaghetti Soup (South Woodhill)
Setter: Rob Garden, Controller: Marquita Gelderman
NW Multi day Classic event - Stag's Roar (South Woodhill)
Setter: Gary Farquhar, Controller: Chris Gelderman
NW Multi day Classic event - Turkey Ridge (South Woodhill)\
Setter: Dave Middleton, Controller: Terje Moen

May
Sat 3
Sun 4

CM

Thu 8

All

Rotorua Marathon
Totara Park - Promotional
Start at car park on Wairere Rd. Start times 10:00 - 11:30. Cost: Adults $5,
Juniors $3.
Secondary schools relay champs Park
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Sun 11

Mon 12
Tue 13
Sun 18
Tue 20
Farm,
Wed 21
Sun 25
Sat 31

NW

Slater Road - Score event 3
Setter: Campbell Melrose-Allen, Controller: Dave Melrose.
Entry at end of Wilson Road. Allow 20 minutes from Parakai. Signposted from
SH16 at the roundabout between Parakai and Helensville.
CM
Counties Zone Primary Schools OrienteeringChampionships - Totara Park
CM
Franklin Zone Primary Schools Orienteering Championships - Waiuku
??
Promotional
CM
Auckland Interzone Primary Schools Orienteering Championships - Reeve's
Pukekohe.
AOC Auckland Secondary Schools Championships
NW Beautiful Hills - Score event 4
Setter: Penny Brothers, Controller: Lisa Mead
Wai Waipoua - Park / Sprint event Supersedes Event 8
Queen Elizabeth Park, Masterton. Two race format - qualifying and final.

June
Sun 1

Wai

Mon 2

Wai

Sun 8

NW

Sun 15

CM

Sun 22

NW

Halcione - Wairarapa Winter Classic incorporating the Wayne Cretney Memorial
Superseries Event 9. Central / northern part of Halcione. Grunty farmland, pine
forest and bush.
Halcione - Mini Classic; mini version of the Winter Classic for teams of two
(EWT 25mins). Small, intricate slumped area next to Ruamahanga river.
Spaghetti Soup - Score event 5
Setter: Jill Smithies, Controller: Alistair Smithies
Boundary Rd - Promotional event. Signed from Waiuku. Start times 10:00 11:30. Cost: Adults $5, Juniors $3.
Ralph King Score event

July
Sun 6
Sun 13
Sun 20
Sun 27

CM

OY1 - Duders Beach Auckland Regional Council Park near Maraetai.
Training
WHO OY2
Training

QB3-Day

Excitement

Wairarapa Orienteering Club invite you to a weekend of exciting racing with:
$1,000 Cash Prizes
Up to 12 courses per person Incorporating Superseries Round 3
Day 1 (Saturday 31 May) Waipoua: Park / Sprint Event Superseries Event 8 - B level event: The
map we have all been waiting for (in Wairarapa!). Beautiful parkland map of Queen Elizabeth Park,
Henley Lake and other Masterton environs. Two race format, qualifying and final, everybody gets two
races.
Day 2 (Sunday 1 June - first day of winter!) Halcione: Wairarapa Winter Classic / Wayne Cretney
Memorial Superseries Event 9 - B level event Central / northern part of Halcione (Vise Vers Huset /
Den Skjulte Slug). Grunty farmland, pine forest and bush - from what we know of the man, it would do
justice to Wayne.
Day 3 (Monday 2 June) Halcione (Ruamahanga): Mini Classic B level event Small, intricate
slumped area close to Ruamahanga River. A new event format, a mini version of the Winter Classic
for teams of two. (EWT 25 minutes)
Entry form available from your club secretary or from the Wairarapa Orienteering Club website
http://trusthouse.co.nz/sport/orienteering/
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Lisa's North West News
Despite an ominous weather forecast, the
annual Katoa Po night relays were held in
perfectly fine conditions on sun scorched
farmland barely illuminated by a crescent moon.
The typical Volcanic Plateau gully country
proved ideal relay terrain, and certainly required
concentration on the longer legs 4-7, with no
fences on the maps.

Roel Michels and Trevor Murray set an excellent
challenge, specifically designed to thwart Mark
Lawson from getting a clean sweep of all 27
checkpoints inside the one hour time limit!
Good to see so many students at orienteering
events recently - around 31 Birkenhead College
students and 10 Westlake Boys High School
runners (with WBHS teacher Les Paver)
participated at Weiti.
Graham Peters has 67 students orienteering in
Birkenhead College colours this season and an
impressive 54 students travelling to Nelson for
the national secondary school champs. The
club is planning a coaching evening for the
students next term and would welcome
additional coaches to help out.
Graham and his wife Edna are currently
holidaying in the UK and Graham hopes to
compete in the major British "JK" event in the
Chilterns, west of London.

Our theme this year was the wild North West,
complete with cowboy boots, saloon doors,
rawhide music and weaponry, not to mention the
odd Red Indian. However the theme prize went
to Rotorua, with exquisitely costumed Harry
Potter characters. Maybe next time? Don't forget
to check our website for photos of this weekend.
Roel Michels provided a touch of drama on leg
4, with a potentially disastrous head first fall into
a rough green ravine. Despite losing his glasses
and compass, and sustaining grazes and
possibly concussion, Roel returned to camp to
retrieve a spare compass. Minutes later his
headlamp also failed, so back he came to base
to obtain a fresh torch, before completing the
course in a still respectable time. The
spectacles were located the next morning, in
three pieces, but not his missing watch.
Rob Garden had great difficulty shaking off
CMOC's Trish Aspin,("You need me, Rob!"),
who, luckily for him, had picked up his control
card when he unwittingly dropped it in the dark.
The first of our score series events attracted a
great crowd of 160+ runners to Weiti Station.

Just a week to go to the Easter and Anzac
carnival, which has attracted around 460
orienteers.
Mark Lawson arranged for the use of Seaquip's
engineering workshop last weekend and a small
group of volunteers modified about 100 of the
club's old control standards to Mark's
specifications, so that they will accept the new
Sport ident control bricks.
Gay and Robin Ambler will be welcoming home
all of their offspring from Australia over Easter
and all will be competing. Kirsten Ambler will be
re-united with another former NW member,
Sasha Middleton - now resident in Queenstown,
and other W21E's of the 1990's.
Thanks to Madeleine Collins who has heroically
volunteered her services as Auckland Orienteer
editor. Paul Gilkison will be a hard act to follow!
On the subject of change ... I unearthed an old
copy of this magazine the other day and
discovered that I was writing the monthly column
back in 1994 (!) - so perhaps it's time for a new
voice. Any volunteers?
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SOCIAL EVENTS
Paddling from Puhoi to Wenderholm - Sunday 4th
May.
Start at Puhoi at 9:00am and arrive at Wenderholm
at approx 11:00am
Cost $30/single kayak; $50/double kayak; $60
Canadian canoe (2 adults & 2 children)
Please contact Gay Ambler to see if there are any
kayaks still available.
email - flooringfirsthbc@paradise.net.nz or phone

09 424 7010
Advance notice of our annual film evening- mark in
your diaries now
Saturday 23 August from 6.00pm. Cost $22 per
adult.
Dinner and movie at Ryders Theatre, 177
Riversdale Road, Avondale

Movie: "My big fat Greek wedding"
Reserve your seat and ice-cream now with Gay
Ambler (contact details above).
Don't forget club subscriptions are now due please contact Shaun Collins on 09 817 7621 or
shaun.and.mad@slingshot.co.nz if you need more
information.
Next club meeting: Thursday 15 th May at 7.30pm
at Air Affairs office, 19/130 Great South Road. All
welcome.
Lisa Mead 445 4555

Auckland Chatter
Firstly congratulations to Tim Renton on being
selected for the JWOC team. We would also like to
extend a very warm welcome our new members
this month, They include the Hey family, Dave, Kay,
Nathan, Liam, Michaela & Danielle, also Heng
Zhang, Richard Kestle, Claude Dabliaz, as well as
Mark, Oliver, Reuben & Natacha Wilson and Anna
Percy
I would also like to again thank Joanna and Alistair
Stewart for organizing another very fine summer
series. For those who are as curious as me about
the contents of wrapped parcels or fat envelopes,
we presented them with gift vouchers from 'Green
Coast' (one of the Easter-ANZAC carnival
sponsors), movie and supper tickets. We are not
only dictating how they spend their summer but part
of their winter as well!
Everyone looked blankly at me this month when I
asked for any more club news. Oh yes, our 7
person team won Katoa Po again this year.
Congratulations. The 'bashful' team members
were
Please see Joanna to claim the little
wooden owl to display on your mantelpiece.

Our new SPORTident system has again been
successfully tested. We were very pleased to see
such a huge turnout and interest at the second trial
on the Who's Percy map, especially given that it
'clashed' with the Round the Bays run. A number of
us also staged a relay practice very recently on an
'ultra-ultra' short course. What did we learn? We
learnt that the system worked and that it paid to
insert your e-card in the final control!
On that note, final preparations for the Nationals
(Easter-ANZAC Carnival) are now occurring. We're
very pleased indeed with the number of people
entered - something approaching 500 for the
Classic event. We will certainly need your help if
you are one of our club members entered. Ian
Sydenham is organizing the lists at the moment.
Thank you to the club members who have
volunteered for extra work. It is making things much
easier.
Finally, good luck and have a very enjoyable
Easter-ANZAC carnival!!
Nicola Kinzett

Counties Manukau News
Welcome to our new members:
Darryn, Gilbert (13) and Elwyn (10) Rae
Xavier and Joshua (14) Sharp
Brian and Alistair (14) Long
Judith Burnie and Tony, Ash, Louis and Joshua
Mike Murphy
Helen Knox
Its really great to have you all in the club -make
sure you make yourself known when you turn up
to events so we can get to know you.
And to our existing members please remember to
pay your subs before the Nationals, which are
SOON!

There is another new member but she won't be
orienteering for a little while -congratulations
Chris and Ian on the arrival of Beth Rona on the
31st March just making it in time before April Fools
Day! She weighed in at 7lbs 10 oz and has
already got good lungs for orienteering and is
practicing using them.
The first weekend promotional had a good turn
out and Doeskja did a great job for her first go at
setting. Hope you are all out there training hard
for Easter!

Hilary Isles

Kidz Kontrol
Well its holidays finally - and I'm really looking
forward to the Easter Anzac Carnival. It'll be a
great chance to check out our form against the
best in NZ and some from Australia too. There
will be string courses available on each of the
days-maybe we can have a Sprint-O Punching
competition on one day?????
The score events have been really fun (and fine)
so far, although we did run out of sausages and
drinks as there were so many people at Weiti!
Sorry. Don't forget to tell Rob Garden, Mad,
Shaun or Mark Lawson if you want some
coaching after the event. This may mean picking
up some controls but you can do ones you didn't
visit in the event.

Have you noticed how well some people are
going in the junior grades- we'll be especially
watching out for top performances in the
Nationals from Simon Jager, (who was asked by
Rob Jessop to be in the top Auckland relay
team). Nick and I will be taking our places in the
Mead and Gilkison Mixed relay teams
respectively. I'll get Mum to let me know
BEFORE she sends in the entries next time.
Good luck to all the juniors from the Auckland
region, and hope you find an Easter bunny in the
forest somewhere.
Sarah.

Mind the Bag!
The following was sent to the editor after the
recent Score Event at Kaipara Knolls:
Dear Bert, rather frazzled at the need to get the
white course controls out very quickly, prior to the

start of the score event, jumped in the car and
drive off right over Marquita's backpack. She
emitted a yell! We hope there was nothing
breakable in her bag (including her lunch????).
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International O News
Australian National League Update
The first of the 2003 National League races were held over the weekend of March 8-9 in Victoria. A
long distance race was help on the Saturday near Castlemaine. On Sunday morning the athletes
competed in a middle distance race and then a sprint race in the afternoon. Both were near
Inglewood.
Rob Preston, NSW, and Cassie Trewin, ACT, are both clear leaders in the large fields after the first
round of races.
Round
Round
Men
Women
State 1 2 3 Total
State 1 2 3 Total
Rob Preston

NSW 24 24 30

78

Cassie Trewin

ACT 22 30 27

79

Reuben Smith

SA

27 20 19

66

Allison Jones

ACT 27 21 24

72

Adrian Jackson VIC

22 27 16

65

Natasha Key

VIC

21 24 20

65

Bruce Arthur

18 21 24

63

Anna Sheldon

QLD 16 17 30

63

60

Grace Elson

TAS

14 27 18

59

VIC

Dave Shepherd ACT

30 30

-

Total field 34

Total field 27

Karin Hellman Leaves Swedish National Team 19-03-2003
Just a few days before this season really starts one of the big names in the Swedish
national team, Karin Hellman, IK Hakarpspojkarna, announces that she will not run
anything this year.
Last season Hellman managed to win three medals in the Swedish Championships
and achieve a fifth place at the sprint distance at the European Championships. Now
she has decided to take a year off due to lack of motivation.
"I know what it takes to teain for a medal at the World Champs and I don't have the
motivation that's necessary for that."

Fredrik Löwegren injured 03-04-2003
The number one on the World Ranking, Löwegren, is injured and will most probably miss out on the entire
spring season
The old foot injury of Fredrik Löwegren reoccured last weekend in Denmark. It is feared it is a new stress
fracture and it will take some 10-12 weeks to heal. It is therefore clear that Löwegren will have to skip
some important spring events (Tio Mila, Nordic Open Chapmionships) and focus 100% on WOC in
August.

Spring Cup winners Luder and Mamleev top PWT ranking 29-03-2003
Simone Luder (SUI) and Mikhail Mamleev (RUS) top the Park World Tour (PWT) 2003 ranking after
triumphs in the Spring Cup Classic in Hillerød, Denmark. Luder, who lost the PWT 2002 victory due to
an injury, was 14 seconds ahead of compatriot Vroni König-Salmi. Mamleev, number 2 on the 2001
Tour, defeated second-placed Swede Jonas Pilblad by 1.20.

Long Distance Championships - Denmark 07-04-2003
In 1990 the two future World Champions Yvette Baker and Allan Mogensen won the NOC on Fan.
This Sunday almost repeated this since Yvette had a clear win and Allan was second.
M 21
W21
1 Gronnegaard, Jacob Farum OK 2:45:43
1 Baker, Yvette Farum OK 2:18:30
2 Mogensen, Allan Farum OK 2:47:38
2 Zabrodska, Elena Farum OK 2:33:25
3 Lund, Mikkel Faaborg OK 2:51:37
3Høyer,Maria Modler Kolding OK 2:36:29

Long Distance Championships - Sweden 07-04-2003
Mikhail Mamleev proved to be the strongest in the finish and managed to fight off the strong opposition
from Jonas Pihlblad. Emma Engstrand seemed to claim her 3rd consecutive title as she had a lead of 30
seconds. However, Emma made some errors toward the end which enabled Karolina Arewng to snatch
the title in her comeback.
Takenfromwww.orienteeringonline.com,alternativet.nu, and www.earthsci.unimelb.edu.au/%7Eblair//orienteering/olhome.html
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Superseries
by Michael Wood
2003 National Orienteering SuperSeries for 2003 Kicks Off in Canterbury
The 2003 National Orienteering SuperSeries will begin on Saturday 5 April with some testing navigation on
the Craigmore map near Timaru.
The area which is a maze of huge boulders, some the size of a house, has been mapped specially for the
event. The event is also the Canterbury Championship.
The second event in the SuperSeries will be the following day at Lake Tekapo. The mapping of the forested
glacial moraine has been updated and navigation in the more open forest will leave no room for error.
With the support of generous sponsorship for travel from the New Zealand Community Trust, a solid entry
of 17 men and 9 women will be competing. However the absence of some top runners in this first round will
open up the competition.
As Danish elite Carsten Jorgensen, ranked 9th in the world, has been involved in the mapping at
Craigmore, he will not compete until the second day. This leaves the men's race on the first day open and
Helensville's Mark Lawson is being tipped by some pundits. Also likely to be to the fore is Brent Edwards
(Auckland), but a top run from 2001 national champion Jason Markham (Christchurch) would not surprise
following his recent victory over Jorgensen at the Southland Champs. Also in the field is Rob Jessop
(Auckland), a long-standing NZ representative and an orienteer of immense experience, as well as
Christchurch's Steve Gurney, once again pitting himself against the elite.
Christchurch's Rachel Smith, winner of last year's SuperSeries, will start favourite in the women's races.
But reigning national champion Penny Kane (Dunedin) is capable of upsetting her, as is last year's series
runner-up, Lisa Frith (Auckland). Jenni Adams (Christchurch), the course planner for Craigmore, will be
able to run on the Sunday and will test Smith, Kane and Frith. Adding to the mix are last year's national
junior representatives Lara Prince and Kate Bodger, who have both been promoted to the national squad
for 2003.

SuperSeries Contestants for Round 1
Men's 21 Elite Grade Course 1
Michael Adams PAPO
James Bradshaw WOC
Alistair Cory-Wright PAPO
Brent Edwards CM
Greg Flynn HOC
Chris Forne PAPO
Steve Gurney PAPO
Rob Jessop AOC
Steve John PAPO
Carsten Jorgensen PAPO
Dave Laurie PAPO
Mark Lawson NWOC
Jason Markham PAPO
Andrew McCarthy HVOC
Matt Scott DOC
Bruce Steven PAPO
Jamie Stewart DOC
David Stewart AOC

Women's 21 Elite Grade Course 2
Nicolette Adam PAPO
Jenni Adams PAPO
Kate Bodger PAPO
Jean Cory-Wright PAPO
Lisa Frith NWOC
Penny Kane DOC
Lara Prince PAPO
Natalie Rouse CM
Rachel Smith PAPO

Orienteering Club abbreviations: AOC - Auckland,
CM - Counties Manukau, DOC - Dunedin, HOC Hamilton, HVOC - Hutt Valley, NWOC - North West
Auckland, PAPO - Peninsula and Plains Orienteers,
Canterbury, WOC - Wellington.
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Superseries Results Update
Markham and Smith Storm into Superseries Lead
Thursday, 10 April 2003
Jason Markham and Rachel Smith, both from PAPO, have taken the lead after the first round of the
Orienteering Superseries in Canterbury last weekend. Rob Jessop and Jamie Stewart are fighting
hard for second place in the mens table, with Jessop just staying ahead, while Penny Kane is the
second woman.
Markham posted a huge margin of 24 minutes over Stewart in Saturday's race among the difficult
matagouri-covered slopes and mazes of huge rocks at Craigmore near Timaru. On any normal day
Smith's 8-min win in the womens race would have been regarded as pretty convincing, but with a
good mens field of 14 Markham's run is unbelievable. Nobody had a clean run through the three
areas of massive boulders, which were mapped at a larger scale because of their complexity.
Markham and Smith are in the process of moving to Wellington but are still competing for PAPO.
Placegetters were Stewart (DOC) and James Bradshaw (WOC); and Kane (DOC) and Lara Prince
(PAPO). This gave Southerly Storm a head start in the teams competition, appropriate enough
since rain which started during the event intensified overnight.
Danish star Carsten Jorgensen showed his class by winning the second event on Sunday at Lake
Tekapo. The world-ranked No. 9 was one of the course planners for the first event, so didn't appear
in the Saturday results. He beat Jessop and Markham by five minutes.
In the womens race Smith moved further into the lead with another win, Kane scored another
second four minutes behind, and Jenni Adams (PAPO), the other course planner from Saturday
was third. Southerly Storm takes a predictable lead in the teams competition, but is likely to face a
determined charge from the Northern Knights in the next round near Auckland, during the EasterAnzac week. The Central Raiders which covers the southern North Island is unlikely to be able to
mount a credible challenge
Subto
Race Subt
Club Race
Club Race
Men
Women
1
Race tal
2
otal
1
2

Jason Markham

PAPO

15 10 25

Rachel Smith

PAPO

15 15 30

Rob Jessop

AOC

9

12 21

Penny Kane

DOC

12 12 24

Jamie Stewart

DOC

12

8

Lara Prince

PAPO

10 9

19

Carsten Jorgenson

PAPO

0

15 15

Lisa Frith

NW

9

8

17

James Bradshaw

WOC

10

4

14

Kate Bodger

PAPO

8

7

15

Alistair Cory-Wright

PAPO

7

7

14

Natalie Rouse

CM

7

5

12

Mark Lawson

NW

5

9

14

Jenny Adams

PAPO

0

10 10

Chris Forne

PAPO

6

5

11

Jean Cory-Wright

PAPO

0

6

6

Greg Flynn

HOC

3

6

9

Monika Weber

SWI

0

4

4

Michael Adams

PAPO

8

0

8

David Stewart

AOC

4

2

6

2

3

5

Matt Scott

20

Andrew McCarthy

HV

1

1

2

Bruce Steven

PAPO

1

1

2

Steve Gurney

PAPO

1

1

2

Steve John

PAPO

0

1

1

Adapted from Superseries website
www.mapsport.co.nz/ss/ss.htmI
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N Z O F News
NEW NZOF COUNCILLOR
The NZOF Council welcomes Ingrid Perols (Hamilton) as the new Central Districts
representative. Ingrid replaces Rob Newbrook and the NZOF thanks Rob for his term
on the Council.

JWOC 2003: FINAL TEAM
Congratulations to the following selected for the Junior World Championships to be held in Estonia
during July: Claire Paterson (RK), Bryn Davies (RK), Todd Oates (HB) and Tim Renton (A). Ross
Morrison (HB) was also selected but unfortunately has had to withdraw.

PRIME MINISTER'S COACH SCHOLARSHIP
Congratulations to Wayne Aspin, who has been awarded a 2003 Prime Minister's Coach Scholarship
through the New Zealand Academy of Sport. Wayne will accompany the NZ team at the inaugural
Australia-NZ Elite Test Series to be held near Adelaide, 24/25 May, and also attend the ACT Academy
of Sport.

DEVELOPMENT FUNDING
The NZOF Council has approved a grant of $400 to the Nelson Orienteering Club, under its
SILVA development programme for new forms of orienteering. The grant will assist the Nelson
club with the introduction of mountain bike orienteering and rogaining.
NZ MTBO CHAMPIONSHIPS - CAN YOU HELP?
Following the inaugural championships in 2000, the NZOF had hoped that these championships would
be held annually and in each of the four areas in rotation. While 2003 is therefore the turn of the
Central Districts Area, because MTBO is not advanced enough in the CD clubs, the likelihood is the
championships will have to go elsewhere. If you or your club is interested please contact Andy Clayton,
ph: (03) 315 7383 or email: outdoors@clear.net.nz as soon as possible.

BIG BROTHER HAS BEEN WATCHING YOU
Well maybe not Big Brother, but NZOF Statistician Bryan Teahan has.
Bryan is also trying to find missing results for several events (mainly before 1978). If you can help
please contact him.
Your personal results for any of the major events included
• Elite New Zealand results
•

Awards list, including life members

•

Ranking List

•

List of organizers, course details and distances

•

Fastest Kilometre lists

•

Badge statistics

•

Other interesting lists including a 'Hall of Fame', multiple NZ champs winners, multiple major events
winners, Orienteers who have attended over 100 events
• New Zealand results at WOC
•

You can peruse the database onhttp://bteahan.www1.dotnetplayground.com/Orienteeringand/or
buy a CD copy.

Bryan is also trying to find missing results for several events (mainly before 1978). If you can help
please contact him.

AGM 2003
The NZOF Annual General Meeting will be held on Friday 18 April at 4pm at Helensville Primary
School, Rata Street, Helensville (Auckland). The AGM will be preceded by a Council meeting,
beginning 9am at the same venue.
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SUPERSERIES
Last year, Mapsport Services (represented by Michael wood) was contracted by the NZOF
to further develop and improve the SuperSeries competition for our elites and others. A
nine-race programme for 2003 is now in place and is designed to also serve as a build-up
for the World Championships in Switzerland in early August. The series, including five
races at the Easter-Anzac Carnival, begins with the Canterbury Champs at Craigmore on
5 April and concludes with the Winter Classic at Wairarapa on 1 June. The series for 2003
will be managed by Mapsport Services.
NZOF to further develop and improve the Superseries competition for our elites and others. A nine-race
programme for 2003 is now in place and is designed to also serve as a build-up for the World
Championships in Switzerland in early August. The series, including five races at the Easter-Anzac
Carnival, begins with the Canterbury Champs at Craigmore on 5 April and concludes with the Winter
Classic at Wairarapa on 1 June. The series for 2003 will be managed by Mapsport Services.
EXCITING NEW VACANCY
Applications are invited for the new position of NZOF Development Officer. The position is a one-year
contract and is remunerated.
The role of the Development Officer is to assist affiliated clubs to develop strategies to increase
participation in orienteering and strengthen club membership, as well as actively managing the
implementation of strategies developed. The position requires an experienced orienteer with sufficient
time to devote to the role, and will require travel within New Zealand, including staying in regions for a
period of one to three weeks.
An understanding of orienteering development and administration is essential. As the role requires
significant contact with orienteering clubs, schools and other organisations associated with sport
development, excellent communication skills are required as well as an ability to develop strong
relationships. An ability to comprehend, evaluate and analyse information is also essential. Applications
close 15 April. A full job description is available from the NZOF General Manager.
OTHER VACANCIES
The following also remain vacant for 2003 (Job descriptions available from the General Manager):
• Coaching Director. A contract appointment, remunerated for approximately one-day a week, for which
the primary role is to identify the needs and priorities of orienteering coaching within New Zealand. A
dedicated "coaching" email address is provided.
• Primary School Coordinator. The main role of this position is to foster and promote the Kiwisport
orienteering programme in primary and intermediate schools. The emphasis is on establishing and
maintaining a network of people who will train teachers to implement the programme.
• Technical Committee. One position, in lieu of David Nevin. Communication is by email and applicant is
required to be nominated by a club.
NZOF MEMBERSHIP
For the fourth year in succession, NZOF membership increased, reaching 1613 as at December 2002.
The increase, up from 1597 the year before, occurred in spite of the ending of social membership.
This issue of NZOF NEWS is also available at www.nzorienteering.com

New Zealand Orienteering Federation (Inc)
GENERAL MANAGER: Stuart Payne, 171A Fifield Tce, Christchurch 8002, NEW ZEALAND
ph/fax: 64 - 3 - 337 2275 email: nzof@nzorienteering.com
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Ask the Expert
By Shaun Collins
Welcome to a new column in the mag - a chance for you all to learn from other orienteers how to tackle a leg.
Each month I will have a piece of map with a leg on it that someone has sent in. Maybe they had trouble on that
leg or they just think it could have been done better. They will explain what they did. I will ask a few experts
what they would have done and publish this in the magazine. Different experts each month and hopefully we will
all pick up some good tips from what they say.
So if you're keen for some help with a leg you have done on a course, send the map to me (I will scan it and then
send it back to you) with some comments on what you did. Post it to 'Ask an Expert, 122 Victory Road,
Laingholm, Auckland'
To get things started I've made up a persons leg - but I actually did send it out to some experts. This month we
have replies from Wayne Aspin, Rachael Smith and Marquita Gelderman..

Dear Experts
Hi there - I was at the OY race last weekend and had the leg below on my M50 course. I lost a bit
of time on it and ended up 4th instead of a possible 2nd. I was a bit gutted to tell the truth.
Wondering if you might have a better idea on how I should have done the leg. I started with a
rough compass bearing from number 6 and tried to keep on the same contour. I knew that once I
hit the fence I should contour across a bit more and then head down the hill. Which I did and then I
came to a stream which I thought was the one in the control circle. But the control was not there - I
had a bit of a search for a couple of minutes.
Finally I thought I would head kind of north-west to hit the track and relocate. It was then that I
came across the stream I was mean to be on and raced down this to find the control.
Not sure why I ended up at the wrong stream - any ideas??
Cheers
John Fitzgibbons
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Ask the Expert continued.....
WAYNE SAYS
(Wayne is one half of the husband/wife team that is currently National Orienteering
Squad Coaching Coordinators. Prior to this Wayne had fifteen years of service to the
NZOF as a selector.)

I would have looked at this leg while approaching the fence junction in the open land.
Seeing that the obvious route choice was direct, I would my hold height when leaving
this control then place my thumb compass on the red line or if I was using a plate
compass take a direct bearing to keep myself and the map orientated. Observing the
land forms, I would be aiming to go onto the large spur and hit the track leading from
the large clearing.
While speeding up on the track I would take the chance to look at the next leg, any
route choice, the direction I will turn ,and any handrail for quick exit.
Photo by Rob Crawford
(actionshotz@xtra.co.nz)

As well I would take note of No 7's code and description. Crossing the track I would glance at my compass
and know that at the apex of the 2 watercoures I would be entering the circle and will then be looking at the
landforms to locate the control and a handrail to leave by. John should have woken up when he didn't see the
track after crossing the fence and realised he was to high on the spur. Turning left and going down the fence
line he would have soon located the track bend and had a watercourse handrail to the control with a fence
line for a catching feature if he passed it.

RACHAEL SAYS
(Rachael Smith is one of NZ top women elite. She has represented NZ at elite level from 1997 as a 20-yearold. New Zealand MTB-Orienteering Champion in 2000 and 01. Smith has an environmental degree and lives
in Christchurch).
There are a few key points I would consider when approaching this leg.
- Firstly decide on what type of leg it is. This leg involves contouring before dropping down toward the control.
What 'lines' or 'stepping stones' are there that lead towards the control? By this I mean features that you can
use to get you closer to the control. In this instance there are a number of features/handrails (clearings, fences
and tracks/roads) that will take you almost to the control - by all means use these. This breaks the leg down
into separate sections which may require different techniques.
1. Upon leaving control 6 I would do as you did and take a rough compass bearing, although a little straighter.
If all has gone to plan I will see the clearing or tank/trough and use these features to direct me to the track,
which I will then run along.
2. Using the track will provide me with an opportunity to run a little faster as I know exactly where I am, plus it
will allow me to plan how I will approach the control if I haven't already done so. Upon reaching the track
junction I know exactly where I am to begin the next stage of the leg. I think it is important to know where you
cross or leave a line feature like a track as it can lead to parallel errors such as your mistake of running down
the wrong stream.
3. From the track junction I have a couple of options. I would continue to run straight for the control and use
the two streams as a funnel to direct me to the main stream. From this stream I would slow right down check
for the fence to my left and approach the control over the spur. For a safer option you could head for the fence
that leads towards the control. This option means you can still run fast until the attack point where the fence
crosses the first stream. From this point the approach towards the control should be relatively straight forward.
For both options the next second stream or fence would be a good catching or relocation feature if it all went
terribly wrong.
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Ask the Expert continued.....
MARQUITA SAYS
(Marquita Gelderman is another top women elite and recently proved this by winning the NZ short and
sprint championships in 2002, and W35 at the 2002 World Masters Champs. Trained as a vet, Gelderman
has a macadamia nut business near Helensville),
I think your troubles on this leg started with your choice of route. For every leg you should use a process to
decide which way is the best. One I use (admittedly subconsciously) is CARE where C = control, A = attack
point, R = route, and E = execute.
First of all look at the control site - if it is on the northern side of the feature it may be advantageous to
approach from the north if that is a viable option.
In this case the control is on a spur between two creeks so approaching
it by running into the 'V' formed by the creeks may be a good choice.
However, note that there are two smaller creeks nearby which also form
a similar looking 'V'. The control is also next to a fence so it may be
possible to use this fence as a handrail or certainly a backstop.
Next, look at the attack point. This is a feature close to the control
which is obvious and easy to find. In this case the track junction to the
west of the control is the obvious choice. Or, perhaps, the fence bend
50m NW of the control.
The route you choose should be the safest route for you. A beginner
may choose to climb out of no. 6 to the fence south of it then run along
the fence to the junction, then descend following the fence to the track.
A more experienced orienteer would probably use a compass bearing
noting the water trough and clearing to reach the track running
east/west then follow the track to the junction.
From the attack point to the control you need to take extra care in order
to get it right. Either proceed 50m or so along the track to the SE then
turn off down the hill to run along the right side of the creek. Or, go
straight from the track junction on a compass bearing, running into the
'V' formed by the two minor creeks then cross over into the control.

Photo by Rob Crawford
(actionshotz@xtra.co.nz)

The "execute" part of the CARE principle is the actual carrying out of the plan. In your case you had a plan
but then made mistakes in carrying it out. Firstly, you say you left no. 6 on a rough compass and tried to
contour. Well, the line you drew suggests you climbed almost 3 contours straight out of no. 6. This meant
that you were a lot higher up the hill when you crossed the fence than you intended. You then planned to
contour around a bit more after the fence then go down the hill. What was your attack point going to be?
There is no definite point on your route that you could aim for.
I don't think you had any sort of idea in your head of what the area around the control was going to look like.
If you did, you would have realised that you should have been on a spur between 2 creeks with a fence
about 10m away. Simple running down the creek that you did hit until the fence would probably have
resulted in finding the control.
In summary, you should have used the track junction as an attack point. Even if you had hit the fence high
up as you did, you should have made yourself go down the fence until the junction. From there, careful map
reading and a good compass bearing would have got you to the control with ease.
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Mapping

Conference

Heere Be Dragones

NZOF Mapping Conference Wednesday 23rd April 2003 09:00 - 16:00
Invitation and Request for Contributions
You are invited to attend and contribute to the second NZ
Orienteering Mapping Conference.
The conference will be a series of discussions led by individuals
with some interest or expertise in each topic.
All those who attend are expected and required to contribute.
Feel free to prepare material on any relevant topic of interest,
including those on the list below.
Bring your "Boast Book" and interesting maps.
The venue is Auckland University Clock Tower Theatre 029
Princes St. Please note that the Grafton Gully motorway system
now bears little resemblance to this map.
We will use a state-of-the-art audiovisual system, including a
Document Camera, so please bring your maps, videos, slides,
laptop, whatever. You do not need to make up transparencies
but you can use them if you wish.
We will not cover basic mapping or OCAD skills. This
conference may not be interesting for mapping novices.
Discussions will probably be led by the individuals named:
Michael Wood MTBO Maps
Mark Roberts
School maps
Jim Lewis
Rogaine maps based on topo maps
Jason Markham Draft IOF Sprint map specification
Your Name Here Permanent Course maps
Your Name Here Basemap sources including GIS
Your Name Here Map scales
Jim Lewis
Modified symbol sets
Your Name Here OCAD 8 course setting
Jim Lewis
Condes integration with OCAD
Your Name Here Paying for mapping
All
Fieldwork hints and tips
All
Experiences with printing shops

Your Name Here Funding maps
Your Name Here Experience with ISOM 2000
Your Name Here Mapping negative terrain
All
Ocad Cartography hints and tips
Your Name Here Waterproof Paper
Jim Lewis
Laser Printing Issues
Stewart Hyslop Photogrammetry logistics
Your Name Here NZ Map Specification Variations
Mark Roberts
Map Security
Svend Pedersen Fieldwork with Laser Rangefinder
Jim Lewis
GPS Mapping
Rob Jessop
Finding areas for mapping

No formal proceedings of the conference will be created but expect
some material prepared by presenters to appear on the NZOF
website afterwards (or indeed before.)
There will be a small charge to cover lunch and refreshments.
Thanks to the University of Auckland for their assistance with the
venue.
For more information, to request a billet or a ride, to register your
attendance, to suggest a question or topic or to volunteer a
presentation, please contact Mark Roberts nmr@iprohome.co.nz

09 520 7075 027 663 4224.
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WOC 2003 Prelude
The Overview
WOC 2003 will be held in north-east Switzerland, centered in
Rapperswil/Jona (at the south-eastern end of Lake Zurich).
New IOF rules allow an exciting event programme which kicks off with
the Sprint Distance Final immediately after the Opening Ceremony.
Also, the decentralised race concept includes four completely different
types of terrain: sprint through the city, fast running through Swiss
midlands, steep hills in pre-alpine forest and the fight through rocks
and boulders in the Swiss Alps.
The closing ceremony will be integrated into a great lakes festival in
Rapperswil/Jona where 30000 spectators are expected to celebrate
the new World Champions.

Some typical

Location, Location

Rapperswil/Jona
WOC 2003

Swiss maps

Kiwi Trialists
The following New Zealand elite orienteers will trial to make the team that
travel to Switzerland.
Women
Men
Rob Jessop (AOC)
Tania Robinson (CMOC)
Greg Flynn (HOC)
Natalie Rouse (CMOC)
Aaron Prince (PAPO)
Rachel Smith (PAPO)
Jason MArkham (PAPO)
Alistair Cory-Wright (PAPO)
There will be four trials for this team
Brynn Davies (RKOC)
held on the 19th, 20th and 24th of
Greg Barbour
April.
Michael Adams (PAPO)
Andreas Haldi (NW)

to peruse

Programme
Mon

4 Aug

Long Distance Qualification

Unterägeri

Tue

5 Aug

WM Opening Ceremony
Sprint Final & WM Medals Ceremony

Rapperswil
Ice Stadium
Lido

Wed

6 Aug

Final Youth Cup 2003
Long Distance Final & WM Medals
Ceremony

Winterthur

Thu

7 Aug

Fri

8 Aug

Training
Middle Distance Qualification
Middle Distance Final & WM Medals
Ceremony

Trin
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SPORTident E Cards
These are available for purchase, $50 each.
NOW is the time to buy. Most events in our region will use this timing system from now on and all
competitors, on all courses will need an E card. They will be available for hire at events, pre Easter
at $2, subsequently at $3, but if you are planning to orienteer in the Auckland region, or overseas, it
is certainly economical to buy one now. It is also of benefit to the Auckland and North West Clubs if
you buy your own as it is going to be a very big financial commitment for the clubs to own lots of
these cards for hire. The $50 is what it has cost the Auckland Club to import the cards so they are
likely to be more expensive once the club hands over the sale of this equipment to a commercial
concern.
Please send $50 per card to
Joanna Stewart
Treasurer, Auckland Orienteering Club
38A Glendowie Rd
Auckland 5
Enquires, Joanna or Alistair ph 5755695

Last Bits
Next Issue: May 2003
Please send your editorial contributions to Madeleine Collins, 122 Victory Rd, Laingholm, Auckland,
or e-mailshaun.and.mad@slingshot.co.nztel 09 817 7621 to arrive before 2 May.
Distribution
If you change your address (and still wish to have this magazine reach you!), please contact your
cllub membership officer or Andrew Bell on 09 411 7166 or e-mail the.bells@xtra.co.nz
Credits
SPORT AND RECREATION NEW ZEALAND

ihi

AOTEAROA

Sport & Recreation New Zealand

The Auckland Orienteering association wishes to thank Carter Holt Harvey for the use of its
forests.

forest resources
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